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Presenting new insights into the history and interaction between Jewish and
Christian liturgy and worship, the various contributions offer a deeper
understanding of the identity of Judaism and Christianity. It addresses issues
such as:
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– Is the Eucharistic Prayer a ‘Berakha’ and what information is available for
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the reconstruction of the history of the Jewish ‘Grace after Meals’?
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– How does Jewish liturgy rework the Bible, and are Christians and Jews using
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similar methods when they create liturgical poetry on the basis of a biblical
text?
– Which texts of the Cairo Genizah are of direct importance for the history of
Christian liturgies, and are Christian creeds in fact Prayers or Hymns?
– What does it mean that both Jews and Christians recite Isaiah's "Holy, Holy,
Holy" at important points in their respective liturgies?
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Questions like these brought together scholars and specialists from different
disciplines to share their recent insights at a conference in Aachen, Germany,
and to offer the reader a fascinating discourse on a broad range of aspects of
Jewish and Christian liturgies.
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Readership
All those interested in the history of Jewish and Christian liturgies and worship in
the first millennium, Jewish liturgical poetry, and scientific approaches to JewishChristian dialogue.
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